
 THE BUSINESS

Before using Corcentric, Andra, the French 

national radioactive waste management 

agency, was using paper for its purchasing 

process. The agency was looking for 

a Purchase-to-Pay solution to reduce 

their costs and implement a sustainable 

development policy by getting rid of the 

paper trail. Their other main goal was to 

streamline the entire purchasing process.

GOALS:

 + Bring better visibility

 + Drive better purchasing monitoring

 + Speed up the approval process 

“We wanted to give our managers complete 

visibility and ensure the chosen solution 

wouldn’t only be a black box”, said Aurélien 

Larrat, Purchasing Performance Project 

Manager. “We were looking for an easy to 

use solution which could evolve to be as 

close as possible to our existing processes, 

a tool that allows everyone to monitor their 

purchasing request approval process.”

To guarantee the success of this project, 

the organization conducted a RFI and 

compared over 30 solutions to find the one 

which would best meet the requirements 

of the executives. “One of the main benefits 

of Corcentric is its e-commerce like ease of 

use. Corcentric allows us to standardize our 

approval rules using dynamic workflows 

due to its flexibility” Aurélien LARRAT, 

Purchasing Performance Project Manager, 

Andra

“One of the main benefits 

of Corcentric is its 

e-commerce like ease of 

use. Corcentric allows us  

to standardize our 

approval rules using 

dynamic workflows due  

to its flexibility” 

Andra saves big  
by streamlining the  
entire purchasing process 

 SPOTLIGHT

SOLUTIONS:

 + Procurement

 

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT: 

 

COMPANY: 

Andra is an industrial and commercial 

organization that leverages solutions 

to manage French radioactive 

waste, in order to preserve current 

and future human beings.

WORLD HQ: 

PARIS, FRANCE

SIZE: 

€284 Million

INDUSTRY: 

Energy + Utilities

75 % OF TOTAL 
BUDGET IS ALLOCATED 

TO PURCHASING

90 DAYS TO 
GO LIVE

FROM 3000 APPROVAL 
RULES TO 50
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WHY CORCENTRIC

A globally networked platform with 

all your buyers and sellers in one 

place.

Analytics to power more intelligent 
decisions and automate manual 

processes.

Industry-leading modular, 
integrated solutions with the benefit 
of a cloud platform to maximize our 

customer’s visibility and financial 
return from their spend, supplier 

and contract data.

The software and services to 
support your digital transformation.

Dynamic workflows that empower 
agility and collaboration.

ABOUT CORCENTRIC

Corcentric is a global provider of business spend management and revenue management 

software and services for mid-market and Fortune 1000 businesses. Corcentric delivers software, 

advisory services, and payments focused on reducing costs, optimizing working capital, and 

unlocking revenue. To learn more, please visit corcentric.com. 

Procurement and Finance Solutions

THE EXPERIENCE

Following that RFI, Andra selected Corcentric because their solution was easy to 

use, easy to configure, and its capacity to adapt the application to their business 

requirements. In order to ensure the success of that initiative, about 30 experts 

and future users have been working together during the implementation.

By doing so, Corcentric has been able to improve the monitoring of the agency’s  

purchasing activities while reducing the average approval process time.  

Implementing Corcentric Platform solution has led to fast implementation to over  

500 users, resulting in quick return on investment. The application installed includes 

features such as procurement, approval workflow automation as well as supplier  

management.

Corcentric has allowed Andra to manage all their purchasing categories, catalogs  

and spend in a one centralized platform, including services which represents most  

of their spending. “Andra wanted to give complete spend visibility to the 

approvers” Aurélien LARRAT, Purchasing Performance Project Manager, Andra

“Andra wanted to give complete spend visibility to  

the approvers”. 

THE FUTURE

Corcentric has been able to manage efficiently the organization’s expectation by 

streamlining their purchasing activities while improving their monitoring capacity. 

Andra can now manage all purchasing requests and purchase orders within 

Corcentric.  By doing so, the agency has improve its visibility from requests all the way 

to invoicing, reduce the average approval processing time, and reduce indirect costs.

In addition to the current features in place, Andra wants to integrate the supplier 

score carding capacity to their existing Corcentric  environment. This feature 

will allow them to better manage their suppliers’ performance while minimizing 

risks. “Corcentric has been answering to our requirements by allowing to 

configure the different fields to the specificity of our activity, ” said Larrat.

Corcentric is now used by +550 users, and the tool manages +3500 

purchase orders and +10000 invoices a year. The next steps will include the 

integration of the Corcentric solution to their SAP application, leading to even 

faster process, and the implementation of Corcentric’s Sourcing offer.
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